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60 cycle power lines or 220 volts in industrial buildings.
Each sending unit generates its characteristic frequency

3,388,389

ALARM SYSTEMS

Lance L. Henriques, New York, N.Y., assignor to
Davis Foreman, Bronx, N.Y.
Filed June 9, 1964, Ser. No. 373,728
3 Claims. (C. 340-216)
This invention relates to detection systems and more
particularly to a carrier-current system utilizing a high
frequency electrical signal impressed upon a conventional
power line.
In the past, numerous detection systems have been

which is detected by the receiving unit of this invention
having tuned circuits corresponding to the frequencies of
each of the sending units. The superintendent's receiving
unit also referred to herein as the master unit, is con
nected to the power lines for receiving the high fre

O

built which detect fire, smoke, burglars or other dangers

to property, life or limb. Among these are included wire
less and telegraph systems. Wireless radio systems are
very complex, requiring expensive sending and receiving
equipment. Further, radio systems impose on the avail
able radio frequency allocations needed for other pur
poses and require high power for communicating over
long distances. When it is often necessary to detect the

exact nature or location of a danger or other event, highly
complex equipment is needed to encode the desired infor
mation in the transmitted signals.
Telegraph systems commercially available require indi
vidual wires which must run from each detecting station
to a central monitoring station. Devices of this type can
not readily be installed into standing structures without
large investments in materials and labor for installing
pairs of wires throughout the structures to be protected.
Moreover, devices of this type are normally always ener
gized, thus requiring frequent replacement of component

20

FIGURE 1 is a diagram of the system of this invention

30

parts.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a new
and improved detection system and components thereof.
It is another object of the present invention to provide
a detection system utilizing high frequency electrical sig
nals impressed upon conventional power lines.

use in the present invention;
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sending unit of FIGURE 3;
FIGURE 5 shows a schematic diagram of a novel elec

tronic time delay compatible with the receiving unit;
FIGURE 6 shows a schematic diagram of a master
unit for receiving multiple signals from sending units of
the type shown in FIGURE 3; and
FIGURE 7 shows a schematic diagram of a fail-safe
electronic eye compatible with the sending unit for ener
gizing the unit upon sensing a condition such as unauthor
ized presence.

50

electrical signals of predetermined frequencies. These sig
nals are imposed on the house current for transmission
to receiving units. The sending units are energized to
transmit signals upon detecting a known condition. For
example, a thermostat may connect a sending unit to a
power line when a predetermined temperature is ex
ceeded. This temperature limit may be indicative of a fire,
failure of refrigeration or air conditioning shorting in
wires or any other condition capable of generating excess

55

heat.
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The sending units may also be energized by interrup
tion of a light beam. The light beam, after being rendered
invisible by appropriate filtering arrangements, may be

high frequency electrical signals on the house power lines.
In the case of a home, this normally would be 120 volt,

FIGURE 4 shows a schematic diagram of a receiving

unit according to another aspect compatible with the

ing the danger.

crisscrossed about a room by means of hidden mirrors
to a photocell. Unauthorized presence would then inter
rupt the beam. Sound, vibration and motion detectors
could similarly be used to detect known conditions and
energize the sending units.
The sending units each impress their characteristic

and shows sending units, receiving units and a master
unit connected to power lines in accordance with the prin
ciples of the present invention;
FIGURE 2 shows a master receiving unit according to
this invention connected by a transformer to three sepa
rate circuits;
FIGURE 3 shows a schematic diagram of one sending

unit according to one aspect of this invention suited for

It is still another object of the present invention to pro
vide a detection system and components thereof having
unique facilities for the encoding of signals to permit a
receiver to discriminate between types of signal as well
as between sending units.
It is a further object of the present invention to provide
a detection system and components therefor having in
strumentalities rendered effective upon the receipt of a
signal to summon aid and to indicate the location of the
sending unit that is transmitting the signal and identify

These and other objects are accomplished by detecting
units which activate novel sending units for transmitting

quency signals transmitted by the sending units. This unit
is provided with means to indicate the type of signal and
location of the signalling sending unit, means to Summon
a watchman and means to summon outside help by trans
mitting prerecorded messages to the police or fire-depart
ment, indicating type of danger and assistance needed.
Individual receiving units tuned to a specific frequency
may also be located in the vicinity of a sending unit to
initiate a localized warning. For example, a bell operated
by an individual receiver could be positioned on each
floor of an apartment house to indicate a fire on that
floor. This bell would sound at the same time that the
master unit is signalled to warn local occupants of the
danger.
A complete understanding of the present invention may
be had by considering the following detailed description
in conjunction with the drawing wherein:

In FIGURE 1, the detection system of the present in
vention is shown. To facilitate the description of the
System, it will be assumed that the system is in an apart
ment building and used to detect fires. A transformer
1 has a primary winding 12 and three secondary wind
ings 13, 14 and 15. This transformer corresponds to the
step down transformer normally found on a utility pole.
Forty-two thousand volts on the primary winding 12 are
stepped down to 120-volt standard house voltage by each
of the secondary windings 3, 14, and 15.

Each line 17, 18 and 19 usually runs to a fuse box in
the building and would constitute three separate circuits.
A common line 20 is associated with the three circuits.
For convenience, it is assumed that lines 17, 18 and 19
run to the first, second and third floors of the building,
respectively, although they could each serve separate
apartments or local circuits in the apartment. .
Sending units A, B and C, and local receiving units D,
E and F are located on the first, second and third floors,
respectively. A Superintendants main receiving unit H
may be advantageously located in the manager's office or

maintenance station of the apartment building.

70

The Sending units A, B and C are novel high-frequency
Oscillators of the type described below which are capable
of applying signals to lines 7, 18 and 19, respectively.
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The sending units are advantageously miniaturized for
unobtrusive mounting, as on the inside of a wall outlet.
However, the sending units may be mounted in any de
sired location. The sending units are normally discon
nected from the power line, as set forth below, and hence

4.
parallel combination of capacitor 39 and resistor 40 con
nected between the cathode of diode 38 and lead 36.
The positive output terminal 41 of power supply 35 is
directly connected to the emitter 42 of PNP transistor 43,
and to the collector 44 of NPN transistor 45 through DC

the components are not Subject to constant wear or
aging.
For fire detection, a thermostatic switch may be used
which connects the sending unit to the power line upon

sensing a predetermined temperature limit. This thermo
stat may be any one of the commonly available varieties,

for example, a bimetal which closes contacts.
Upon sensing a fire on the first floor, sender A is en

ergized and applies a high frequency oscillation charac
teristic of this sending unit to the power line 17. This os
cillation is of the order of 1 kilocycle-400 kilocycles.
Local receiver D on the same floor and the main unit
H receive the signal. Receiver D may be provided with
a time delay device, which after a predetermined time will
ring a bell to alert occupants of the floor of the impend

collector load 46. Bias resistor 47 inter-connects base 48
and emitter 42 of transistor 43. Base 48 of transistor 43 is

10

connected to collector 44 of transistor 45 through cou
pling capacitor 49, and base 50 of transistor 45 is con
nected to collector 51 of transistor 43 through coupling
capacitor 52. Emitter 53 of transistor 45 is directly re
turned to negative terminal 54 of power supply 35, and
collector 51 is returned to terminal 54 through choke 55.
The output of sender 34 is taken from collector 51 and

is applied to AC power lead 29 through capacitor 56.
Sender 34 is actuated when the high temperature in the
vicinity of outlet 31 closes thermostat 32, thus connect
ing power supply 35 (which drives transistors 43 and 45)
directly to AC feeder lines 29 and 30. In the configura
20 tion shown, transistors 43 and 45 and the associated cir
ing danger.
cuitry form a high-frequency oscillator whose frequency is
The main unit H need not be connected to the same
determined by feedback capacitors 49 and 52. Choke 55
circuit as the sender or carrier-current transmitter A.
and capacitor 56 effectively form a high-pass filter which
Normally the proximity of the wires forming the circuits
prevents 60 cycle power from feeder lines 29 and 30
in the house conduits provides Sufficient capacitive cou
from entering sender 34, while simultaneously allowing
pling between the lines to impress a signal on any one
the high frequency output of sender 34 to be applied to
line to the other two lines. To insure sufficient coupling
feeder lines 29 and 30. The output frequency of sender
34 is thus superimposed upon the 60 cycle power lines
between lines 17, 18 and 19, low value capacitors 21 (in
the order of 0.001 microfarad), may be connected be
29 and 30, and coupled therefrom to the power lines 17
tween the lines. These capacitors 21 pass only negligible 30 and 20 for simultaneous transmission thereof to local
amounts of 60 cycle current but will readily pass the high
receiver unit D in the corridor and superintendent's unit
frequencies of the signal.
H (see FIGURE 1), located centrally for the entire
building.
Another coupling arrangennent is shown in FIGURE 2,
where lines 17, 18 and 19 are connected across capacitors
Present senders are limited to specific carrier frequen
22 to a transformer 23. Winding 24, which is common
cies, but variations such as modulation of frequency,
to windings 26, 27 and 28, each of which is connected to
multi-tone encoding or duration and repetition encoding
one of the lines 17, 18 and 19, respectively, will, there
may be included within the scope of the invention and
fore, be excited by a signal in any one of the lines 17, 18
Such circuits modifying the basic sender are known.
and 19.
Local floor receiver D is depicted in FIGURE 4.
The main unit H, upon receiving the signal from Sender 40 Feeder lines 57 and 58 respectively couple 60 cycle AC
A, activates a time-delay device for rejection transient power from main floor lines 17 and 20 to wall outlet 59
noise of false signals. A true signal energizes the circuit
at the location of receiver D. Receiver wall plug 60, which
tuned to the characteristic frequency of Sender A. This
is adapted to mate with outlet 59, houses leads 61 and
energized tuned circuit activates an indicator showing
62 (the latter constituting a common or ground connec
the location of the sending unit. After a predetermined
tion) and is connected across a tuned series circuit 63
time, delay devices operate an audible signal to summon
comprising variable capacitor 64 and choke 65. Tuned
on attendant. If an attendant does not arrive to turn off
circuit
63 is resonant at the output frequency of sender
the audible signal, after another predetermined period of
34, which is superimposed upon feeder lines 57 and 58
time, a further device may summon outside aid. This
servicing receiver D; tuncci circuit 63 thus acts as a block
may be accomplished by an automatic phone-calling de 50 ing filter for the 60 cycle power on lines 57 and 58. The
vice which can relay taped messages to the fire or police
operating voltages for receiver D are provided by a power
departments.
Supply (not shown) similar to power supply 35 of sender
The invention will now be explained in further detail
34, but having different voltage and current capacities
by considering the individual sending and receiving units with respect thereto. The high-frequency signal developed
A and D respectively, on the first floor of the building
across choke 65 is coupled to base 66 of NPN transistor
mentioned above, and the master or superintendent's unit
67 through capacitor 68. This minimizes the loading effect
H in the manager's office (see FIGURE 1).
of transistor 67 on tuned circuit 63. The output of tran
In FIGURE 3 a typical circuit for carrier-current trans
sistor 67 is taken across load resistor 69, and is coupled
mitter A is depicted. Power lines 17 and 20 (see FIG
from emitter 70 of transistor 67 to base 71 of transistor
URE 1) supply house current from the main fuse box 60 72 through coupling capacitor 73. Load resistor 74 of
(not shown) to the entire first floor. Individual feeder
transistor 72 is connected to collector electrode 75. Ca
lines 29 and 30 in the building wiring system are respec
pacitor 76 couples the amplified high-frequency signal
tively connected from power lines i7 and 20 to the rear
from
collector 75 to a center tap of amplitude control
of wall outlet 31 in the apartment where detection of potentiometer
Outer terminals 78 and 79 of potenti
danger is to be made. Assume that the danger to be de 65 ometer 77 are 77.
respectively
coupled to base 80 and emitter
tected is the excessive heat caused by fire in the vicinity
81
of
PNP
transistor
82.
Exciting
coil 83 of AC relay 84
of the outlet 31. In such a case one side of thermostat 32,
is connected in series with collector 85 of transistor 82.
which is mounted on wall outlet plate 33 by a mounting Coil 83 is also bridged by filter capacitor 86. Contact arm
bracket, is connected to power line 29. The other side of 87 of relay 84 is connected to an AC power source 85.
thermostat 32 is connected to power supply 35 of elec
Contact arm 87 is normally connected to standby con
tronic sender unit 34, the sender being packaged to be 70 tact 88. Actuating contact 89 is connected to element 90
installed in close proximity of power lines 29 and 30 and
in thermal time delay relay 91.
thermostat 32. Power line 30 is connected to power supply
Normally open contacts 92 and 93 of time delay relay
35 by means of lead 35. Power supply 35 inclides re
9 couple an indicating device 94, typically an alarm bell,
sistor 37, diode 38 in series with resistor 37, and the 75 to the AC Source. Capacitor 95 is connected across con

5
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tacts 92 and 93 to prevent contact noise which could be
fed back to the AC power lines 17 and 20 and interfere
with the operation of receiver D.
The high frequency danger signal, transmitted by
sender 34 (i.e. sender A of FIGURE 1) along the main
floor power lines 17 and 20, is received at outlet 59 via
feeder lines 57 and 58. Receiver D couples to feeder lines
57 and 58 through wall plug 60. The presence of an am
plified high frequency disturbance signal across exciting
coil 83 of relay 84 switches the contact arm 87 from
standby contact 88 to actuating contact 89 thus energiz
ing element 90 of time delay relay 91. After a predeter
mined total signal time, typically 20 seconds, contacts 92

0.

and 93 close and actuate the alarm device 94 which is

typically located on the same floor as sender A and re
ceiver B. Variable amplitude potentiometer 77 is left ad

15

justable to provide the proper amplified signal level from
any sending unit on the floor employing power wires 17
and 20 irrespective of its distance from receiver D. The
time delay defeats spurious signals of the disturbance 20
frequency. This is easily accomplished since signals of less
than 20 seconds duration have no effect.
An alternative configuration to time delay relay 91
is shown in FIGURE 5. In this arrangement, which uti
lizes electronic rather than thermal delay means, contact
arm 87 is directly connected to source 96 of positive DC
potential. Standby contact 88 is connected to source 97
of less positive DC potential through capacitor 98. Re
sistor 99 connects standby contact 88 to the base 100
of PNP transistor 101. Base 00 is connected to the nega 30
tive terminal (ground) of DC source 97 through bias re
sistance 102. Exciting coil 103 of relay 104 is connected
to collector 105 of transistor 101, and emitter 106 is re
turned to the positive side of source 97. Normally open
contacts 107 and 108 of relay 104 are connected to indi
cating device 109.
When contact arm 87 is in its normally open position
(see FIGURE 4), capacitor 98 is charged to a voltage
equal to the difference between the respective voltages 40
provided by sources 96 and 97. The voltage at the base
100 is thus positive with respect to that at emitter 106;
hence, transistor 101 is not conducting, coil 103 of relay
104 is not energized, and the alarm 109 is off. When the
high-frequency signal is sent over power lines 17 and 20
to receiver D, coil 83 of relay 84 is energized and contact 45
arm 87 switches from standby contact 88 to actuating con
tact 89. Source 96 is disconnected from the remainder of
the circuit and capacitor 98 discharges through resist
ances 99 and 102. When the discharge of capacitor 98
has proceeded for a time long enough to render the po
tential at base 100 negative with respect to the potential
at emitter 106, transistor 104 will conduct, coil 103 will
be energized and alarm 109 will be sounded.
The time delay between the receipt of the disturbance
frequency signal at receiver D (i.e. the energizing of 55
relay 84) and the sounding of alarm 90 (i.e. the energiz
ing of relay 184) is accurately controlled by the dis
charge time of capacitor 98, which in turn is a function
of (a) the capacitance magnitude thereof, (b) the mag
nitude of resistances 99 and 102 and (c) the initial volt 60
age on capacitor 98 immediately prior to the actuation of
relay 84. The advantage of this arrangement is that the
same time will always elapse between actuation and
alarm, even in the presence of frequently occurring spuri
ous transients in the power lines 17 and 20 at the dis
turbance frequency. This is made possible by the extreme
ly short charging time of capacitor 98 when contact arm
87 is restored to standby contact 88 upon the de-ener

gizing of relay 84. By contrast, thermal time delay relays
commonly yield varying delay times when recycled with
in their normal delay interval.
Because of the capacitive coupling between power lines
(see FIGURE 1), the high frequency danger signal trans
mitted by sender A will be received by superintendent's

unit H at a central location, at virtually the same time

70

6.
as at receiver D. In FIGURE 6, a superintendent's unit
is shown which is located on a different floor from sender
A. Capacitor 110 couples the high-frequency danger sig
nal generated by sender A from power line 17 on the
first floor of the building to power line 19 on the floor
in which the superintendent's unit is located. Power line
20 is common to all floors, as indicated above. Feeder
lines 11i and 112 couple the disturbance signal to wall
Outlet 113 in the central location, i.e. the manager's office.
As noted before, a number of distinct frequencies may
be simultaneously coupled into outlet 13 from sending
units located in all portions of the building. Wall plug
114, which is adapted to mate with outlet 113, houses
leads 115 and 116 (the latter being a common or ground
connection). Lead 115 is connected through key switch
157 to a 60-cycle trap 18 which comprises the series
combination of capacitors 119 and 120 and choke 121.
Trap 118 de-couples each disturbance frequency from
the 60-cycie power frequency. The disturbance signal out
put level of trap i3 is initially amplified in preamplifier
22 and is then applied to base 123 of NPN transistor 124.
Bias resistors 25, 126 and 127 provide the correct oper
ating level for emitter 23 of transistor 124, and smooth
ing capacitor 129 is connected across resistance 125.
Collector 130 of transistor 124 is coupled to base 131 of
transistor 132. Emitter 33 of transistor 132 is connected
in series with energizing coil 134 of relay 135, coil 134
being bridged by filter capacitor 136. Coil 134 also serves
as a resistive load for transistor 132. Contact arm 37 of

relay 135, which is normally connected to standby con
tact 138, is coupled to AC source i39. Actuating contact
£40 of relay 135 is connected to element 141 of time de
lay relay 142. The normally open contacts 143 and 144
of relay 142 connect the AC source to alarm device 145.
Contacts 143 and 144 of relay 42 also connect the AC
source to element 145 of a second time delay relay 146.
The normally open contacts 147 and 148 of relay 46
are connected to a master unit disabling switch 149 and
to an automatic phone-calling device 150.
Primary winding 15 of signal transformer 152 is
connected to collector 153 of transistor 132. The second
'ary winding 154 of transformer 52 is connected to a
bank 155 of indicating circuits, each circuit of the bank
being tuned to a separate disturbance frequency peculiar
to each individual sending unit in the building. Each
indicating circuit comprises an input tuned circuit 156
comprising capacitor 157 and coil 158 which are con
nected in series across the second winding 154. The single
frequency output developed by each individual tuned
circuit 156 is applied to the base 159 of PNP transistor
160. The amplified output at collector 161 is coupled to
a visual indicating device 62 which reads out the pres
ence of the associated disturbance frequency which in
turn indicates the location of the sending unit transmitting
the disturbance signal.
When master unit H receives the individual disturbance

signal transmitted by a particular energized sending unit
in the building (either directly from lower lead 19 on

the same floor or by capacitive coupling from power

leads 17 or 18 on the other floors), the resultant onset
of conduction of transistor 132 will energize both the
frequency-insensitive primary winding 15 and the en
ergizing coil 134. The output developed across the Sec

ondary winding 154 is applied to indicator bank 155 and
operates the visual indicating device 162 associated with
the transmitted disturbance frequency. At the same time
the current through coil 134 switches contact arm 137
from standby contact 138 to actuating contact 140, which
in turn completes the circuit between the AC source 139
and element 141. After element 141 has been continual
ly energized by the AC source for a predetermined time,

contacts 143 and 144 close and alarm device 145 is actu

ated. If the master unit is not manually shut off with key
switch 117 after alarm device 145 is actuated, the second

75

time delay relay 146 is energized and opens disabling
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Switch 49, thus deemergizing alarm device E45. The
energizing of relay 145 also triggers the phone-calling de
vice 150 which typically dials and reads out a pre-record
ed tape message to the police and fire departments.
An arrangement for detecting a physical intrusion at
a predetermined location is shown in FIGURE 7. This
arrangement is adapted for use with carrier-current trans
mitter A of FIGURE 3. A voltage divider comprising
control lamp 63 in Series with resistance 64 is con
nected across feeder lines 29 and 38. A rectifiying circuit
or DC power supply 165, which includes diode 38 in
Series with the parallel combination of filter capacitor 39
and bleeder resistance 40, is coupled across Iesistance
i54 and in series with lamp 63. The DC output terminals
54 and i56 of power supply i5 are respectively con
nected to choke 55 and emitter 42 (FIGURE 3) of
sender A, the latter through silicon-controlled rectifier
167 at its cathode. A normally open photoccll 168, which
is short-circuited when energized by a light source, is

3.
has been dealt with, reset switch 167 must be momentarily
:closed to short circuit the anode-cathode path of rectifier
167. This cuts off rectifier 167 and restores control of its
conductive state to electrode 170.

Another important feature of this embodiment is that
it can discriminate between physical intrusion and equip

ment failure and will respond only to the former situa

O

tion. Although either a failure of lamp 36 or a physical
intrusion at gap 177 will cause photocell 168 to be de
energized, it is important to note that in the former case
the entire AC voltage at feeder lines 29 and 30 is applied
across the lamp E.63 and none appears at the input of
power Supply 155. It follows that no DC voltage appears
across the anode-cathode path of rectifier 67 and the

latter will remain non-conductive despite the presence of
full energizing voltage at electrode 170. Moreover, the
presence of the entire power line voltage across the inop
erative lamp 163 energizes neon bulb 173. This in turn
supplies a visual indication of the failure of lamp ió3 and

connected in Series between anode 69 and control elec 20 facilitates its rapid detection and correction to minimize
trode 70 of rectifier 67. Feeder line 29 is connected
the down-time of the sending unit.

to the junction 7 of electrode 170 and photocell 168
through resistance 72. A neon bulb 73, which is ener
gized when the voltage thereacross approaches the AC
power line voltage, is connected across lamp 163 to indi
cate failure of the latter, and for this purpose is usually
mounted in a place visually and physically accessible to
monitoring personnel. A normally open reset switch 74
is connected across rectifier 167 to quench the latter. A
light sensitive transmission rod 175 extends from lamp
163 to an end point 176 opposite photocell 168. The gap
177 between photocell 168 and end point 176 may include
a doorway, window, or other place where intrusion may
occur. If desired, one or more reflectors may be used in
place of rod 175 for directing the light energy of lanp

Briefly reviewing the overall operation of the system,
assume sender A detects the presence of a fire on the first

30

amount of time, the relay closes contacts and an alarm

163 onto photocell 168, or, if physical conditions allow,

lamp 163 may be mounted opposite photocell 168 to shine
directly thereon.
Assuming that no intrusion has occurred and that lamp
163 is operating properly, a portion of the AC voltage
provided by feeder lines 29 and 30 is coupled to the input
of power supply 65 and the remainder is applied across
lamp 163. The voltage across lamp 163 is normally in
sufficient to energize neon blub 173. The portion of the

light energy output of lamp 163 which is coupled to
76 and then across gap 77 to photocell 168, thus switch
ing photocell 68 into its short-circuited state. The result
ing short-circuit between anode 169 and control elec
trode 170 maintains the rectifier 167 in its non-conducting
state notwithstanding that a substantial portion of the DC
output voltage of power supply 165 is applied between
anode 169 and cathode 178. The output of power supply
65 is thus isolated from the remainder of Sender A, and
no high frequency disturbance signal is generated therein.
Upon the occurrence of the intrusion to be protected
against, the light beam across the gap 177 is interrupted,

40
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transmission rod 175 is transmitted therein to end point

and the de-energized photocell 68 reverts to its open
circuited state. As a result the portion of the potential
between feeder lines 29 and 30 which is applied through
resistance 172 to junction 17 energizes control electrode

E70 and drives the rectifier 167 into its conducting state.
This completes the circuit between power supply 155
and the remainder of sender A and permits the generation
and transmission of the high frequency disturbance signal

It is to be understood that the above-described systems
and circuitry are simply illustrative of an application of
the principles of the invention, and many other modifica

tions may be made without departing from the spirit and

scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:

1. A carrier-current alarm system for cooperation with
power transmission line, said system comprising:
at least one lamp connected in circuit with said source
and having a normally illuminated state casting a
beam interruptable to initiate an alarm;

a Source of alternating current and with an electrical
60

a rectifying circuit having an input connected in series

With said lamp and Said source and energizable by
the latter, Said rectifying circuit further having a

85

direct-current output;

a Solid-state controlled rectifier in series with said out

put of Said rectifying circuit whereby burnout of said
lamp renders said controlled rectifier nonconductive,
Said controlled rectifier having a gate, an anode and

An important feature of this embodiment is that once

70

will not cause rectifier 67 to revert to its non-conductive

state. In Order to de-energize sender A after the intrusion

is sounded on the floor. The time delay effectively pre
vents spurious pulses from sounding the alarm device.
Main receiving unit H receives the disturbance signal
simultaneously with receiver D. Since all circuits in the
apartment house are capacitively coupled, a signal ema
nating from any sender will be received by the main
unit. The signal is amplified in the main unit and applied
to a time delay relay and a bank of indicating devices.
A light energized by only the characteristic frequency of
Sender A immediately indicates the location of the sender
transmitting the signal. If the signal is present for a pre
determined amount of time, the relay closes contacts,
thereby sounding an alarm and energizing another time
delay relay. If the alarm is not manually shut off, after
another predetermined period of time, the other relay
closes contacts, thereby sending a prerecorded taped mes
Sage to the police and/or fire departments and shutting
off the alarm.

as heretofore described.

the Sender is energized, it is not disabled by simply re
moving the obstruction to the light beam caused by the
intrusion. Because of the thyratron-like operation of
rectifier iS7, the mere removal of potential from control
electrode 170 caused by short-circuiting photocell 68

floor of an apartment building. Normally unenergized
Sender A is energized and applies a high frequency signal
to power line 17. This signal is characteristic of only
Sender A.
Local floor receiving unit D picks up and amplifies
the signal. The amplified signal is then applied to a time
delay relay. If the signal is present for a predetermined

75

a cathode;

a photoelectric cell in the path of said beam having a
relatively conductive state upon illumination thereby,
Said photoelectric cell being connected in series with
Said gate and between said gate and said anode
whereby Said gate is disconnected from said anode

9
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upon interruption of said beam to render said con
trolled rectifier conductive;
resetting-switch means connected across said anode
and said cathode of said controlled rectifier for
quenching same after impingment of Said bean
upon said photoelectric cell has been restored;

O
maintain said capacitor normally charged and oper

able upon energization of the input relay to decouple
to permit said resistor to drain said capacitor during
the elapse of said predetermined time delay and
thereafter trigger said transistor into a conductive
said capacitor from said source of charging potential

5

a carrier-current transmitter connected to said cathode
of said controlled rectifier and energizeable when

State.
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3. The system defined in claim 1 wherein said time-

3,210,613 10/1965 Prapis ------------- 317-142
3,201,774 8/1965 Uemura ------------ 340-258
3,158,850 1 1/1964 Poznanski ---------- 340-258

2. The system defined in claim 1, further comprising 25 3.131362 f/16. Persch ------------- 331-60

delay circuit includes:

2,847,507

8/1958 Stradley ---------- 340-221 X

a resistance-capacitance time-constant network having 30 3,007042 10/1961 Schweitzer -------- 343-225 X
at least one capacitor and at least one resistor in
series with said capacitor and connected to a ground
potential;
a normally nonconductive transistor having its base

tied to said time-constant network between said 35

3,072,747 1/1963 Stalworthy et al. -- 340-171 X
3,153,176 10/1964 Clay ------------ 317-142 X
3,234,543 2/1966 Thompson et al. ----- 340-310
3,241,130 3/1966 Hughes, et al. ------- 340-30
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